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1. There are two steps in the classification of simple Lie algebras 
over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic 0: classification of 
Dynkin diagrams, and proof of the existence of simple algebras corre-
sponding to these diagrams. For the four great classes (An, Bn, On, Dn) 
proof of the existence is easy. Representations of the exceptional Lie 
algebras G2, F4, E6 in terms of the Cayley algebra and the exceptional 
simple Jordan algebra over K are well-known [I; 3]. 
Proof of the existence of E7 and E 8, however, in even as recent a book 
as [ 4] depends upon a deep theorem concerning representations of Lie 
algebras. Since the dimensions 133 and 248 are unique among the possible 
dimensions for simple Lie algebras over K, the existence of E7 and Es 
can be assured merely by proving the existence of simple Lie algebras 
over K having these dimensions. Announcement by J. TITS [6; 2, § 4.18] 
of a unified construction of the exceptional simple Lie algebras leads to 
the completely elementary proof of the existence of E7 and Es which is 
given here. 
2. In our forthcoming book [5] we have used the following lemma 
(hypothesis (a)) to give elementary proofs of the simplicity of G2, F4, Es. 
We can use the same lemma for Es, but require the modification to 
hypothesis (b) for E7. 
Lemma. Let A be a finite-dimensional nonassociative algebra over 
a field K, such that A is the vector space direct sum A= S + T of a simple 
subalgebra S and a subspace T with dim S>dim T. Assume either 
(a) ST=T 'J TS, or 
(b) A2=A and there exists h in A such that h2=0 and ST +Kh=T 'J TS. 
Then every proper ideal B of A is contained in T. 
Proof. Since B f1 S is an ideal of S, we have either B f1 S=S or 
B f1 S=O. IfB 'J S, then (a) implies B 'J BT 'J ST=T so that B 'J S+ T=A, 
a contradiction, while (b) implies B+Kh 'J BT +Kh 'J ST +Kh=T so that 
B 'J B2 + Bh + hB = (B + Kh )2 'J (S + T)2 =A 2 =A, a contradiction. Hence we 
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have B n S=O. However, as in [5, Lemma 3.27], this yields B C T as 
follows:letSB={sESI1'lltET,s+tEB}. With either hypothesis (a) or (b), 
SB is an ideal of S. Hence SB = S or SB = 0. If SB = S, let s1, ... , Bn be a basis 
for S over K. Then there exist t1. ... , tn in T such that Bt+tt is in B 
(i= 1, ... , n). Hence there is a linear mapping U of S into T (extending 
BtU =tt) which satisfies 
(1) s+sU is in B for all s in S. 
Since dim S >dim T, there exists s #0 in S with s U = 0. For this s we 
have 0 #B E B n S = 0 by ( 1 ), a contradiction. Hence SB = 0. That is, 
BCT. 
3. We shall use composition algebras over any field K of characteristic 
== 2, 3. These are K, Z=K +v1K, the quaternion algebras Q=Z+v2Z, 
and the Cayley algebras C=Q+vaQ (of dimensions 1, 2, 4, 8) obtained 
by iteration in the form A= B + vB with multiplication 
aa' = (b1 + vb2)(b\ +vb'2) = (b1b'1 + ,ub'2b2) + v(b1b'2 +b'1b2) 
for some ,u #0 in K, and with involution 
a=b1 +vb2-+ a=b1-Vb2. 
Each of these algebras is alternative, and each (except K) is of degree 2, 
the generic minimal equation being 
a2-t(a)a+n(a) = 0 
where t(a)=a+a. We employ the notation used by Tits in [6] to write 
Ao={a E Alt(a)=O}, and 
aa' =(a, a') +a* a', (a, a') in K, a* a' in A0, 
for all a, a' in A. Clearly 
Ao=Bo+vB, 
and 
{ :!) (b, vb') = 0, b * (vb') E vB for all b, b' in B. 
We also use the notation of Tits for the inner derivations 
of A, where aa' = aRa' =a' La. The derivation algebras are D(K) = 0; 
D(Z) = 0; D(Q) '"'"' [Q, Q], central simple of dimension 3; and D(C) of 
dimension 14, a central simple Lie algebra of type G2. 
Since (1, a)= 0 and (a', a)=- (a, a'), the derivations 
h = ( V2, V2V1), ( V1, V2), ( V1, V2V1) 
form a basis for 
D(Q)=Kh+M 
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(3) 
and 
(4) 
It is a straightforward computation to verify the perhaps not so well-
known fact that D(C) is spanned by derivations of three types: 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
q+vaq' ~ qA +va(q'A) for all A in D(Q); 
q+vaq' ~ va(q'd) for all d in Qo; 
D in D(C) satisfying QD C vaQ, (vaQ)D C Q. 
The set of all derivations (5) is isomorphic to D(Q); we identify this sub-
algebra of D(C) with D(Q). Then 
D(C)=D(Q)+N +P 
where N is the 3-dimensional space of all derivations (6), and the space 
P of all derivations (7) has dimension 8 = 14- 3- 3. Since D(C) is simple, 
it is spanned by inner derivations (a, a'), implying that P is spanned 
by the inner derivations (q, vaq') for all q, q' in Q. Also 
(8) [D(Q), N]=N, [D(Q), P] C P 
since va(q'ARa-q'RaA)=va(q'(dA)), while [(a, a'), D]=(aD, a')+(a, a'D) 
for all D in D(A) implies [P, D(Q)] C P. 
The only Jordan algebra which we shall actually use here is the 27-
dimensional exceptional central simple Jordan algebra J of all 3 x 3 
hermitian matrices with elements in a Cayley algebra over K. This algebra 
is of degree 3, the generic minimal equation being 
x3-T(x)x2+Q(x)x-N(x) = 0. 
We employ again the notation used by Tits [6], and write 
Jo= {x E JIT(x) = 0}, 
xx' = (x, x') + x * x', (x, x') in K, x * x' in Jo, 
and 
( x, x') = [Rx, Rx'] in D(J) 
for all x, x' in J. The derivation algebra D(J) is a central simple Lie algebra 
of type F 4 (dimension 52) and D(J) + {Rxlx E Jo} is a central simple Lie 
algebra of type E6 (dimension 78) over K [1; 5]. It is well-known that 
(9) JoD(J)=Jo. 
4. J. TITS [6; 2, § 4.18] has announced that the following construction 
yields a Lie algebra, and that the five exceptional simple Lie algebras 
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(and all of their real forms) may be obtained in this way. Let A be an 
alternative algebra of degree 2 over any field K of characteristic I= 2, 3 
(or let A be K itself). Let J be a Jordan algebra of degree 3 over K (or 
let J be K itself). In the vector space direct sum 
L=D(A)+Ao 0 Jo+D(J), 
define a bilinear, anticommutative law of composition [ , ] as follows: 
in D(A) and D(J), [ , ] coincides with the usual commutator; 
[D(A), D(J)]=O; 
(10) [a 0 x, D+E]=aD 0 x+a 0 xE 
for all a in Ao, x in Jo, D in D(A), E in D(J); and 
(ll) [a 0 x, a' 0 x'] = (x, x')(a, a') +a* a' 0 x * x' +(a, a')(x, x') 
for all a, a' in A0, x, x' in Jo. Then L is a Lie algebra. (A straightforward 
and elementary verification of this is given in [5].) 
Let J be the 27-dimensional exceptional central simple Jordan algebra 
of all 3 x 3 hermitian matrices with elements in a Cayley algebra over K. 
The announcement of Tits includes the statement that, corresponding to 
the choices K, Z, Q, C for A over an algebraically closed field, the Lie 
algebras L above are F4, E6, E7, Es. For A=K one has D(A)=Ao=O, 
so that L=D(J)=F4. For A=Z=K+v1K, v12 =1, one has D(A)=O, 
Ao=v1K, and the 78-dimensional 
(12) L=v1K 0 Jo+D(J) '"""'E6 
where 
x in Jo, E in D(J), 
is the indicated isomorphism between L and the simple algebra E6. For 
A=Q, we have D(A)=D(Q) of dimension 3, so that 
(13) L=D(Q)+Qo 0 Jo+D(J) 
has dimension 133 = 3 + 3.26 +52. For A= C, we have D(A) = D(C) of dimen-
sion 14, so that 
(14) L=D(C)+Co 0 Jo+D(J) 
has dimension 248 = 14 + 7.26 +52. In order to show the existence of E7 
and Es and to give an elementary verification of this portion of the 
theorem of Tits, it remains only to show that the Lie algebras L in ( 13) 
and (14) are simple. 
5. Since Qo=v1K+v2Z, the Lie algebra Lin (13) is L=S+T where 
S = v1K 0 Jo + D(J) r-.J E6 
of dimension 78 is simple by (12) and 
T=D(Q)+v2Z 0 Jo 
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has dimension 55. Now (3) and (10) imply [viK ® Jo, D(Q)]=vzZ ® Jo. 
Also (2) and (11) imply [viK ® Jo, v2Z ® Jo] C M+vzZ ® Jo and 
[viK ® Jo, vzZ ® Jo] is congruent to M modulo vzZ ® Jo. Hence 
[viK ® Jo, T]=M+vzZ ® Jo. Also [D(J), vzZ ® Jo]=vzZ ® Jo by (9) and 
(10), implying 
(15) 
It follows from (15) that [S, T]+Kh=T and that [L, L] J [S, S]+ [S, T]+ 
+ [D(Q), D(Q)]=S+vzZ ® Jo+D(Q)=L. 
We may apply the Lemma (hypothesis (b)) to see that any proper 
ideal B of L is contained in T = D(Q) + vzZ ® Jo. Then any element of B 
has the form D + :2 v2zi ® Xi with D in D(Q), Zt in Z, and linearly inde-
pendent Xi in Jo. For every D' in M, B C D(Q)+vzZ ® Jo contains 
[D', D+ :2 vzzt ®Xi]= [D', D]- :2 (vzzt)D' ®Xi in D(Q)+viK ® Jo by 
(4). That is, :2 (vzzt)D' ® Xt=O, so that 
(vzzi)D'=O (i=1, ... ) for all D' in M. 
In particular, O=(vzzi)(vi, vz)= [vzzi, [vi, vz]]= -2flzt(zi)vi, implying 
t(zt) = 0. Also 0 = (VzZi)( VI, VzVI) = ( VzZt, (VI, VzVI]] = - 2fl2/ki(Zi- Zi), implying 
.Zt=Zi, or Zi=O (i= 1, ... ). Hence B C D(Q). Then D in B implies 
[a® x, D]=aD ® x is in B C D(Q); that is, aD 0 x=O for all a in Qo, 
x in J 0, implying D = 0. Hence B = 0, and the Lie algebra ( 13) of dimension 
133 is simple. Over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic 0 
this algebra is the exceptional simple Lie algebra E 7, the only possible 
simple Lie algebra of dimension 133 over K. 
6. Since Co=Qo+vQ, the Lie algebra L in (14) is L=S+T where 
S=D(Q)+Qo ® Jo+D(J) 
of dimension 133 is simple, and 
has dimension 115. By (8) and (10), [D(Q), T] C Tand [D(Q), T] is congruent 
to N modulo P+v3Q ® Jo. By (10) and (11), [Qo ® Jo, T] C P+v3Q ® Jo 
and [Qo ® Jo, T] is congruent to P modulo vaQ ® Jo. Finally, [D(J), 
V3Q ® Jo]=vaQ ® Jo by (9) and (10). Hence [S, T]=T. 
If B is any proper ideal of L, we may apply the Lemma (hypothesis (a)) 
to see that B C T = N + P + v3Q ® Jo. Any element of B has the form 
D+ :2 v3qi ® Xt forD in D(C), qi in Q, and linearly independent Xi in Jo. 
For every D' in P, B C N +P+vaQ ® Jo contains [D', D+ :2 v3qi ® Xt]= 
= [D', D]- :2 (v3qi)D' ® Xt in D(C) + Qo ® Jo. Hence :2 (vaqt)D' 0 Xt = 0, 
implying 
:2 (vaqi)D' = 0 (i = 1, ... ) for all D' in P. 
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In particular, O=(vaqt)(q, va)=fJ,a(ijiji-qiq+qtfj-3ijtq+2qiji) for all q in 
Q, or 
(16) for all q in Q. 
Putting q=qt in (16), we have 0=i]t2-qt2=t(qt)(iji-qi), so that either 
t(qi)=O or iit=qt=l1t inK. In the first case, iit= -qi, so that (16) becomes 
[qi, q]=O for all q in Q, implying qt=lJi inK. Thus in both cases (16) 
becomes 2ai(ij-q)=0 for all q in Q, implying qi=lJi=O (i=1, ... ).Hence 
any element of B may be written as D in N +PC D(C). For all q in Q, 
x in Jo, B C D(C) contains [ vaq 0 x, D] = ( vaq)D 0 x in Co 0 Jo. Hence 
(vaq)D 0 x=O for all q in Q, x in Jo; that is, 
( 17) (vaq)D = 0 for all q in Q. 
In particular, v3D=0. Hence 0=(v3q)D=v3(qD), implying qD=O for all q 
in Q. This, together with (17), gives D=O. Hence B=O, and the Lie algebra 
Lin (14) of dimension 248 is simple. Over an algebraically closed field K 
of characteristic 0 this algebra is the exceptional simple Lie algebra Es, 
the only possible simple Lie algebra of dimension 248 over K. 
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